Year
of Rel
Title
2005 World's Fastest Indian

Description
Genre
This fact-based drama stars Anthony Hopkins as quirky New Zealander Burt Munro, a 67-year-old Biographies, Indie,
grandfather who flies across Utah’s Bonneville Salt Flats and blazes into the record books at 183,586 mph
Drama, Sports
on his customized Indian Scout motorcycle. Set in 1967, the film is the second pairing of Hopkins and
writer-director Roger Donaldson; the duo also collaborated on the seafaring epic The Bounty (1984).

Character
Alertness

Month
Showing
October

2008 Sugar

After he catches the eye of a scout while playing in his native Dominican Republic, baseball prospect
Miguel “Sugar” Santos is recruited to play in the minor leagues in the Midwest, where he has difficulty
adapting both on and off the field. As much a story about the promise of the American dream as it is about
America’s national pastime, this film dramatizes the hard lessons learned when hope and reality clash.

Foreign, Drama

Alertness

October

1998 The Gods Must Be Crazy -- Part 2

Nixau is back in this sequel to the 1980 cult hit, and this time, an even stranger turn of events – stranger
than a Coke bottle – leads him to an unexpected run-in with the world beyond his African village. While
hunting in the desert. Nixau discovers that his children have been abducted by elephant poachers and
vows to find them. But he’s forced to save the day (again) when he meets transplanted New Yorkers and
soldiers who’ve lost their way.
Best Picture Oscar film follows one the U.S. Army’s elite EOD (explosive ordnance disposal) teams
operating in the ferocious war zone of Iraq. As the squad identifies and dismantles improvised explosive
devices and other bombs, they must also contend with the frayed nerves and internal conflicts that arise
from living in constant peril.
“All for one and one for all” is the motto of the three loyal swordsmen in this rousing adventure. Athos
(Kiefer Sutherland), Porthos (Oliver Platt) and Aramis (Charlie Sheen) band together to protect their king
from the evil schemes of Cardinal Richelieu (Tim Curry). An eager novice, D’Artagnan (Chris
O’Donnell), joins forces with the legendary trio in hopes of following in his father’s footsteps and
becoming a Musketeer.
Years have passed since the Three Musketeers, Aramis, Athos and Porthos, have fought together. But
when tyrannical King Louis uses his power to wreak havoc in the kingdom, the Musketeers reunite to
abduct Louis.
When city-raised twins Jared and Simon move to a tumbledown country mansion, it’s quite an adjustment
– especially after they discover a magical and sometimes dangerous fantasy world.
Based on E.C. Segar’s comic strip, Popeye stars Robin Williams as the super-strong, spinach-scarfing
sailor man who’s searching for his father. During a storm that wrecks his ship, Popeye washes ashore and
winds up rooming at the Oyl household, where he meets Olive. Before he can win her heart, he must first
contend with Olive’s fiancé, Bluto.
Yearning for new experiences, Angie abandons her preacher father, joins a touring gospel show, and starts
dating a handsome actor. But when her dreams of stardom stall, Angie struggles to maintain her faith,
overcome her pride and find her way home.
Widowed professor Walter Vale finds himself drawn to a different rhythm when he discovers an
immigrant couple, Tarek and Zainab, squatting in his Manhattan flat and becomes wrapped up in their
lives. Hiam Abbass co-stars, as Tarek’s mother, who forges an unlikely connection with Walter when
Tarek is thrown into a detention center.
Prison lasted three years, but making good with family is a life sentence. Ex-con, Tommy, comes home to
an eccentric sister, a skeptical brother-in-law and a grandmother who thinks he’s been on leave in France.
Ready to turn over a new leaf, Tommy winds up flipping burgers and falling for his parole officer, Angela,
all the while fending off his scheming buddy.
This classic comedy features three stories. In one story, a Coke bottle falls out of the heavens and becomes
coveted by everyone in a small African village. It’s finder, Nixau decides the gods must’ve been crazy to
give such a gift, so he tries to get rid of it.
Mark Wahlberg stars as title character Max Payne in this gritty noir crime thriller that centers on an
undercover New York City DEA agent who teams up with a female assassin to avenge the murder of her
family

Slapstick, Cult,
Comedy, Indie

Alertness

October

Suspense, Thriller,
Military, Action

Alertness

October

Action, Comedy

Alertness

October

Drama

Alertness

October

Adventure

Alertness

October

Comedy, Family,
Adventure

Alertness

October

Indie, Drama, Faith
and Spirituality

Alertness

October

Indie, Drama, Social
Issues

Alertness

October

Comedy

Alertness

October

Indie, Cult, Comedy

Alertness

October

Action, Adventure

Alertness

October

2008 Hurt Locker

1993 Three Muskateers

1998 The Man in the Iron Mask

2008 Spiderwick Chronicles
1980 Popeye

2009 Preacher's Kid

2007 The Visitor

2009 Crazy on the Outside

1980 The Gods Must Be Crazy

2009 Max Payne

Year
of Rel
Title
2010 Extraordinary Measures

2008 Valkyrie

2008 Coraline

2004 Dear Frankie

2003 Daddy's Little Girls

2004 Mr. 3000

2005 Rebound

2010 Snow Cake

2005 The New World

1998 Les Miserable

2009 Everybody's Fine

2007 Elizabeth: The Golden Age

Description
After their two young children are diagnosed with a rare genetic disease for which conventional medicine
has no cure, John and Aileen pin their hopes on the work of unconventional scientist Dr. Robert Stonehill.
Based on the true story of the Crowley family, as chronicled in the book The Cure.

Genre
Medical, Drama

Wounded during World War II, Nazi Col. Claus von Stauffenberg returns to Germany and joins the Espionage, Thriller
resistance in a plan to create a shadow government and assassinate Hitler. When events unfold so that he
becomes a central player, he finds himself tasked with both leading the coup and personally killing the
Fuhrer. Based on actual events.
In this stop-motion animation, curious young Caraline unlocks a door in her family’s home and is
Animation
transported to a universe that strangely resembles her own – only better. But when her Other Mother
doesn’t want Coraline to return to reality, our heroine must summon an amazing amount of courage to go
home and save her family.
Lizzie (Emily Mortimer) moves to Scotland with her young son to escape a violent husband. As her son Coming of Age,
grows up, she tells him his father is aboard the HMS Accra and can’t come home. But after years of wellDrama
intended lying, the jig is up when Frankie learns the ship is docked in town. Now, the only way to protect
Frankie is to find a man (Gerard Butler) who as the time, courage, and willingness to pose as Frankie’s
dad.
In this comic drama from Tyler Perry (Diary of a Mad Black Woman), a high-powered attorney (Gabrielle Romantic Comedy
Union) falls in love with a less well-off janitor (Idris Elba) who’s also the single father of three daughters.
Trouble comes in the form of his ex-wife, who reappears on the scene threatening to take away his
children. Louis Gossett Jr., Tracee Ellis Ross, Tasha Smith, Gary Anthony Sturgis and Terri J. Vaughn costar.
Stan Ross, a cocky baseball star, retires just as he achieves a record-setting 3000 hits, leaving fans and
Comedy
teammates angry by his self-serving ways. Instead of getting a Hall of Fame invite, Ross discovers three of
his hits didn’t count. Now, facing pitchers half his age, he doesn’t need a team, he just needs three more
hits. Right? Wrong. His new teammates want more. Can Ross step up to the plate with heart instead of
stepping all over everyone else?
After a heated exchange causes him to lose his job, successful but hotheaded college coach Roy Sports, Comedy
McCormick (Martin Lawrence) is forced into position he never dreamed he’d take: a job coaching a junior
high school team. But the kids he inherits are a ragtag bunch of perennial losers, and his flimsy patience
with be tested. Megan Mullaly, Breckin Meyer, Horatio Sanz and Patrick Warburton co-star.
Alex, a man prone to schedules and predictability, uncharacteristically picks up a hitchhiker only to have Independent, Drama
both their lives changed forever when they are hit by a semi and the girl is killed. Alex is compelled to
meet the girl’s mother, Linda, but finds Linda is a low functioning autistic whose awareness of her
daughter is challenged at best. Linda convinces Alex to stay, and their relationship teaches him about her
uniqueness as well as his own grief.
This sweeping epic ells the story of Pocahontas’ encounter with John Smith and the rest of the first Romantic, Drama
English settlers in the 17th century. Exiled by her tribe because of her willingness to help the outsiders, she
eventually meets and marries kind American businessman John Rolfe.
An adaptation of Victor Hugo’s classic novel set in Paris during the French Revolution. Geoffrey Rush
Period, Drama
stars as Inspector Javert the police officer who spends a lifetime tracking down an escaped convict named
Jean Valjean who is trying to change his ways and care for others as best he can. (Liam Neeson) However,
Javert has no intention of letting Valjean escape his past.
Widower Frank (DeNiro) decides it is time to reconnect with his grown children, so he invites them all
Drama
home for the holiday. But when they ignore his calls and give him various excuses why they can’t come
home, he decides to go to them instead. By making himself suddenly available to them, he also makes
some new discoveries – about his kids and their lives.
Queen Elizabeth, a benevolent ruler, is torn between doing the right thing for her people, pleasing political Period, Biography,
needs, and managing her tempestuous relationship with the adventurer Sir Walter Raleigh (Clive Owen).
Romantic, Drama

Character
Alertness

Month
Showing
October

Alertness

October

Alertness

October

Availability

April

Availability

April

Availability

April

Availability

April

Availability

April

Availability

April

Availability

April

Availability

April

Benevolence

December

Year
of Rel
Title
2008 Nothing Like the Holidays

Description
Genre
This multicultural “dramedy” follows a trio of Puerto Rican siblings – a Marine, an actress and a Drama, Comedy,
businessman – on their way home to Chicago for a Christmastime family reunion. Can they create a
Independent
holiday to cherish or will it turn into something they’d rather forget?
Cocky, hotheaded bush pilot Charlie Halliday, reluctantly agrees to transport a critically ill Inuit woman to Survival, Adventure
a hospital during a routine stop on a supply run. However, the pair face dire consequences when their
plane goes down in the Arctic tundra, leaving them marooned – and facing the brutality of the looming
northern winter where no man’s ego can survive for long.
A powerful study on guilt, forgiveness and reconciliation, this potent drama stars Liam Neeson and James Political, Drama,
Nesbitt as two men on opposite sides of Northern Ireland’s political struggle; one a killer, the other the
Independent
brother of the man he killed. When they finally meet again, what will happen?

Character
Benevolence

Month
Showing
December

Benevolence

December

Benevolence

December

2007 Amexicano

Unable to find employment, Italian-American Queens native Bruno takes a temporary landscaping gig –
and ends up laboring alongside a group of illegal immigrants he cannot stand. But a a growing respect for
his diligent co-worker Ignacio gradually causes a shift in Bruno’s narrow beliefs.

Benevolence

December

2005 Joyeux Noel

As the French, Scottish and German soldiers prepare to open their presents on Christmas Eve, 1914, a Foreign, Drama
momentous event of benevolence changes the destinies of four people; an Anglican priest, a French
lieutenant, a world-class tenor and his soprano lover. This heartwarming World War I-era tale was
inspired by a true story.
Flash gets a facelift in this update of the 1930’s comic strip. After being skyjacked to the planet Mongo Sci-Fi, Fantasy,
with a pretty sidekick, Flash learns that its merciless ruler, Emperor Ming, plans to destroy Earth. Can
Campy
Flash foil Ming’s plan and win the girl too?
A botched heist sends thief Cate into hiding in her tiny hometown. When her sister asks Cate to watch her Family, Adventure
kids until she returns from vacation Cates uses the “downtime” to plan a new heist. But in a cozy
suburban house, with a niece and nephew to care for, will Cate’s priorities shift with the holiday spirit?

Benevolence

December

Benevolence

December

Benevolence

December

2009 A Christmas Carol

Jim Carrey morphs his voice to create the infamous, miserable miser Ebenezer Scrooge in this computer Family, Adventure
animated adaption of Charles Dickens’s iconic holiday tale. When confronted with Tiny Tim’s suffering –
as well as his own mortality – Scrooge learns the power of opening his heart.

Benevolence

December

2009 Where the Wild Things Are

Max imagines running away from his mom and sailing to a far off land where large talking beasts crown
Family, Sci-Fi,
him as their king, play rumpus, build forts and discover secret hideaways. Producer Tom Hanks and
Fantasy
director Spike Jonze bring Maurice Sendak’s whimsical story to life with the voice talents of James
Gandolfini, Catherine Keener, Forest Whitaker and Catherine O’Hara.
The hapless Mr. Bean – the incredibly awkward misfit with a knack for turning any situation into an allComedy
out disaster – heads to the French Riviera for a vacation and becomes ensnared in an accidental
kidnapping and a case of mistaken identity. But he also discovers romance.
Buckaroo’s inter-dimensional experiments with his new invention, the Operation Overthruster, throw Sci-Fi, Spoof, Feel
Earth into an alien war, and he finds himself with scant hours to save the world in director W.D. Richter’s
Good
offbeat film.
The Earth’s inner core has stopped spinning, and scientist Josh Keyes (Aaron Eckhart) must discover why
Adventure
– before the world literally falls apart – by burrowing into the planet’s center in a vessel piloted by Maj.
Beck Childs (Hilary Swank) and Col. Robert Iverson (Bruce Greenwood).
An explosive and emotional film that tells of the profound and extraordinary friendship that develops
Drama
between black activist Steven Biko (Denzel Washington) and liberal white newspaper editor Donald
Woods (Kevin Kline) as they fought apartheid in South Africa. Based on Woods’ books Biko and Asking
for Trouble.
This is the inspiring story of the Texas Western basketball team. Coach Don Haskins came to the school in
Sports, Drama,
1966 and started recruiting black players for a formerly all white team. He took the country’s first all
Inspirational
African American starting lineup all the way to become NCAA champions. Josh Lucas stars.

Benevolence

December

Benevolence

December

Benevolence

December

2003 The Snow Walker

2009 Five Minutes of Heaven

1980 Flash Gordon

2007 Christmas Caper

2007 Mr. Bean's Holiday

1984 The Adventures of Buckaroo Bonza

2003 The Core

1987 Cry Freedom

2006 Glory Road

Latino, Drama

Boldness

July

Boldness

July

Boldness

July

Year
of Rel
Title
2007 Freedom Writers

2008 Forbidden Kindom

2002 Hero

1978 The Wiz

1999 Jakob the Liar

2007 Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee

2011 Kung Fu Panda 2

2010 The Losers

2006 The Covenant

2011 Limitless

2011 Warrior

2004 Miracle

2001 A Beautiful Mind

Description
Genre
Based on real life, teacher Erin Gruwell enters Woodrow Wilson High School ill-prepared for the
Drama
challenges of her at-risk students. Met with conflict at every stage she finally makes a connections with
them through a discussion of The Diary of Anne Frank and encourages them to write their own daily
journals.
An American teenager obsessed with Hong Kong cinema makes an extraordinary stick weapon of the Martial Arts, Sci-Fi,
Chinese sage and warrior, the Monkey King. With the lost relic in hand, the teenager unexpectedly finds
Fantasy
himself traveling back to ancient China to free the imprisoned King. Jet Li and Jackie Chan star.

Character
Boldness

Month
Showing
July

Boldness

July

The Qin king has long been abscessed with conquering China and becoming her first Emperor, which Martial Arts, In
makes him the target of three legendary assassins. Now, a nameless warrior claims to have defeated them
Madarin with
all and recounts each confrontation for the king. Jet Li stars.
English Subtitles
Based on the Broadway musical interpretation of L. Frank Baum’s classic, The Wizard of Oz. This lavish Fantasy, Adventure
production is driven by Quincy Jones’ high energy music and boasts the look of a highly imaginative
tomorrow as Dorothy, the Scarecrow, the Tin Man and the Cowardly Lion “ease on down the road” on
their way to see the Wiz. Diana Ross and Michael Jackson head this all-star cast.

Boldness

July

Boldness

July

It’s WWII, when poor, Jewish café owner Jakob (Robin Williams) accidentally overhears a forbidden
radio broadcast – and the news is depressing. Rather than watch everyone’s spirits sink, Jakob decides to
craft fictitious news to keep hope and humor alive. When the Germans learn of Jakob’s “radio” they begin
a search for the resistance hero who has dared to operate it.
A dark chapter of U.S. history comes to light in this epic saga of the U.S. government’s deliberate
extermination of the American Indians. Beginning after the Sioux victory at Little Big Horn, the film
traces the stories of three men: a Sioux doctor (Adam Beach), a lobbying senator (Aidan Quinn) and the
Lakota hero Sitting Bull (August Schellenberg).
Po is now living his dream as The Dragon Warrior, protecting the Valley of Peace alongside his fellow
kung fu masters, The Furious Five. But Po’s new life of awesomeness is threatened by a formidable
villain. Po must look to his past and uncover the secrets of his mysterious origins; only then will he be
able to unlock the strength he needs to succeed.
A highly skilled CIA team is attacked by their own agency and left for dead. They set out to learn why
they were betrayed and to avenge the wrong, as well as other injustices they encounter.

Drama

Boldness

July

Drama

Determination

August

Martial Arts,
Animation

Determination

August

Action, Thriller,
Comic Book

Determination

August

Four young men discover that they have all been passed supernatural powers by their fathers. During a
summer of experimentation, they unknowingly release an evil spirit and they must join together to stop the
terror that they have created.
With his writing career dragging and his girlfriend casting him off, Eddie Morra’s life turns around when
he takes a drug that provides astonishing mental focus – but its deadly side effects threaten his future.

Supernatural,
Thriller, Fantasy

Determination

August

Psychological,
Thriller

Determination

August

An ex-Marine haunted by a tragic past, Tommy Riordan returns to his hometown and enlists his father, a
recovered alcoholic and his former coach, to train him for an MMA tournament awarding the biggest
purse in the history of the sport. As Tommy blazes a violent path towards the title prize, his brother
returns to the amateur ring and the three men face their estrangement.
Walt Disney Pictures now brings to the screen the amazing story of the 1980 U.S. Olympic hockey team,
which stunned that heavily favored Soviet squad in the semifinals to advance to the championship game,
inspiring the famous questions: “Do you believe in miracles?” Kurt Russell stars as Herb Brooks, the
team’s coach.
The true story of Forbes Nash Jr. – a math prodigy able to solve nearly impossible problems – show his
rise and fall through a harrowing time of schizophrenia. Nash made an astonishing discovery early in his
career, but then found himself on a painful journey of self-discovery. With the determined help of loved
ones and colleagues, he went on to win the Nobel Prize.

Drama

Determination

August

True Life, Sports,
Drama

Determination

August

Drama

Determination

August

Year
of Rel
2008 Traitor

Title

2007 The Last Legion

2009 Cinderella Man

2009 The Least Among You

2004 Hotel Rwanda

2004 Ladder 49

2009 2012
2005 Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy

2009 G.I. Joe: Rise of Cobra
2009 The Big Question

2001 Focus

2009 Investion of Lying

2000 Small Time Crooks

Genre
Spy, Thriller

Character
Diligence

Month
Showing
January

Action, Period

Diligence

January

Legendary athlete Jim Braddock was a promising boxer who had to leave the ring after a string of losses. True Story, Sports,
As the nation entered the Great Depression, he took a series of jobs to feed his family until a chance
Drama
opportunity to fight again lead to an amazing and unlikely win. Dubbed the “Cinderella Man” he went on
to become the heavyweight boxing champ, representing the dreams of the disenfranchised masses with
integrity.
Black college graduate Richard Kelly reluctantly accepts a plea bargain requiring him to spend two
Independent
semesters at an all-white seminary after he’s wrongly accused of crimes committed during the 1965 Watts
riots. Facing bigotry on all sides, he’s close to cracking until he meets an elderly custodian (Louis Gossett
Jr.) who helps him navigate the trials of racism.
Set during one of the worst atrocities in African history, this film takes place amidst the attempted True Life, Drama
genocide of the Rwandan people in 1994 by the Hutu militia. Paul Rusesabagina was a hotel manager in
Kigali who took in over 1000 refuges at his hotel in order to save their lives. What he did, with amazing
diligence, put himself and his family at risk – but his efforts are nothing short of inspirational.

Diligence

January

Diligence

January

Diligence

January

Jack is a veteran firefighter who finds himself trapped while fighting a blaze. While awaiting rescue, he
reflects on the endeavors and commitments significant in his life; career, wife, and family. At the same
time, the men who have become his brothers must fight over decisions and risks in order to get him out
alive.
Never before has a date in history been so significant to so many cultures, religions, scientists and
Sci-Fi, Action,
governments. What might happen if the world ends in 2012?!
Thriller
Arthur Dent’s house is about to be leveled to make way for a bypass just as Earth is about to be destroyed
Comedy, Alien
to make way for an interstellar thruway. Join Arthur as he survives by hitching a ride on a passing
Satire
spacecraft.
A fight against corruption with all the latest spy gadgetry. This action packed adventure takes us from the Action, Thriller
Egyptian desert to deep below the polar ice caps. Go Joe!
Is the true spirit of forgiveness indiscriminate of discretionary? This documentary features a discussion of
Documentary
forgiveness with Desmond Tutu, Sister Helen Prejean, Thich Nhat Hanh, the Rev. Joseph Lowery,
Deepak Chopra, Hopi elders and others. Stories include the execution-style shooting of students at a
schoolhouse and the decades-long oppression of apartheid.
William H. Macy and Laura Dern star in this film based on the Arthur Miller novel. Understated and
Independent
meek, Lawrence Newman (Macy) suddenly faces prejudice when his neighbors think he “looks” Jewish.
Facing anti-Semitism at the end of WW II, he must weigh the consequences of standing up for what is
right.
In a world where no one has ever lied and even the concept of lying does not exist, a down on his luck
Comedy
loser suddenly develops the ability to lie and fakes his way to fame and fortune. As lies and indiscretions
spin out of control, no amount of lies will impress the woman he loves. Ricky Gervals, Rob Lowe, Tina
Fey, Jennifer Garner and Jonah Hill star. Directed by Gervals.
Ray (writer/director Woody Allen) is an incompetent crook with big dreams and a low IQ. When his wife Indie, Comedy, Heist
sets up shop in a storefront to cover his tunneling operation into a nearby bank, her business takes off, and
Ray and company are catapulted from rags to riches. This clever comedy’s brilliant ensemble cast includes
Hugh Grant, Elaine May and Jon Lovitz.

Diligence

January

Diligence

January

Diligence

January

Diligence

January

Discretion

March

Discretion

March

Discretion

March

Discretion

March

Description
In this taut international thriller, FBI special operative Roy Clayton heads up an investigation of a terrorist
group and all clues seem to lead back to former U.S. Special Operations officer. Samir Horn. Horn has a
web of connections to terrorist organizations and Clayton tracks him across the globe as he diligently
burrows deeper and deeper into a world of shadows and intrigue.
As the Roman Empire crumbles, a group of soldiers must rescue the twelve-year-old emperor Romulus
from where he is being held prisoner by a group of barbarians on the island of Capri. As Romulus flees
the city he must embark on a perilous voyage to Britain to track down his legion of supporters. Wanting to
quit, Romulus must accept the challenge if he is to become a leader.

Year
of Rel
2006 16 Blocks

Title

2009 Armored

2005 Oliver Twist

2001 Thriteen Days

2006 Evan Almighty

2009 Carriers

2002 Catch Me If You Can

2000 Mission Impossible II

2008 Transporter 3

2005 Final Fantasy VII: The Advent
Children

2003 Osama

1995 Tuskegee Airmen

Character
Discretion

Month
Showing
March

Discretion

March

Discretion

March

Discretion

March

Flexibility

February

As a lethal virus spreads across the globe, brothers Brian (Chris Pine) and Danny (Lou Taylor Pucci),
Sci-Fi, Horror,
along with Bobby (Piper Perabo) and Kate (Emily VanCamp), do everything they can to resist the plague.
Thriller
But, will they turn against one another? Real-life brothers Alex Pastor and David Pastor write and direct
this apocalyptic chiller, which co-stars Christopher Meloni
Frank W. Abagnale Jr. (Leonardo DiCaprio) is the ultimate shape-shifter – posing as a doctor, lawyer and
Crime, Drama,
pilot all before the age of 21! He’s also a deft forger, and his work attracts the attention of FBI agent Carl
Suspense
Hanratty (Tom Hanks), who makes it his mission to put Frank behind bars. Steven Spielberg directs this
comic caper based on a true story.
With computer genius Luther Stickell (Ving Rhames) at his side and a beautiful thief (Thandie Newton) Action, Adventure
on his mind, agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) races across Australia and Spain to stop a former IMF agent
from unleashing a genetically engineered biological weapon – an international crisis of terrifying
magnitude. But it’s nothing he can’t handle.
This action packed film continues the story of Frank Martin, a professional “transporter” who has
Crime, Thriller
relocated to Paris to continue his low-key business of delivering high-risk packages without questions. His
inflexibility and relentless diligence is legendary – he never waivers from the mission. But this mission is
a young woman with a mind of her own!
Two years after leading the charge against evil Sephiroth, Cloud has taken refuge in the country at a safe Anime, Adventure
haven for dying children. However, Cloud and his friends are called back into action when the mysterious
Kadaj and his bothers show up on the scene, looking to be reunited with their mother.

Flexibility

February

Flexibility

February

Flexibility

February

Flexibility

February

Flexibility

February

The first film to be made in a post-Taliban Afghanistan was inspired by true events. Osama, a 12-year old Foreign, Art House
girl, is trying to survive the oppressive regime with her mother. To eke out a living, Osama is disguised as
a boy so she can work. A talented cast of non-actors – including Marina Golbahari and Zubaida Sahar –
adds integrity to the heartbreaking story.
In World War II, the 332nd Air Force squadron was honored for keeping casualties low and bombers safe. Adventure, Period
But it also made history because its members were the first African-American pilots to fight for America.
Laurence Fishburne, Cuba Gooding Jr. and Andre Braugher bring their stories of service to life.

Flexibility

February

Flexibility

February

Description
Genre
An aging NYPD officer (Bruce Willis) is assigned the seemingly mundane task of transporting a fastCrime, Thriller
talking witness a mere sixteen blocks from the police station to the courthouse. Unbeknownst to them,
there are forces at work who don’t want either one of them to arrive alive. Can they discern the real plan
before losing everything they have?
A new guard for an armored truck company is coerced by his veteran co-workers to steal a truck Action, Adventure
containing millions. A glitch in their supposedly foolproof plan divides the group, leading to a potentially
deadly resolution. Matt Dillon and Laurence Fishburn star.
Runaway orphan, Oliver Twist (Barney Clark), flees the confines of the factory walls to live among Period, Adventure
pickpockets and thieves. And, for the most part, what he finds is a surrogate family of people who actually
care. Acclaimed director Roman Polanski retells the classic Charles Dickens tale, with Ben Kingsley costarring as Fagin, the notorious underground gang leader.
A film based on the actual events surrounding the Cuban missile crisis of 1962 and the tense thirteen days Political, Thriller
wherein the U.S. and the Soviet Union nearly engaged in full-scale nuclear war. After President John F.
Kennedy is shown photographs from a spy plane, it is his decision and discretion alone that will determine
the historical course of action.
In this follow-up to the 2003 comedy Bruce Almighty, God summons narcissistic newscaster-turnedComedy
congressman Evan to build an ark in preparation for a devastating flood. Evan reluctantly complies with
his higher authority, even though it means turning his family life, and his career, completely upside down.

Year
of Rel
1988 Bagdad Café

Title

1993 Benny and Joon

1970 The Box

Description
Tourist Jasmin (Marianne Sagebrecht) fights with her husband in the Mojave Desert and flees to a nearby
café-motel, where she develops a prickly friendship with the owner, Brenda (CCH Pounder). In time, they
turn the decrepit café into a local hot spot, and Jasmin becomes a popular entertainer. The characters who
collect at the café, including Hollywood-set painter Rudi (Jack Palance), form an odd sort of family in this
quirky film.
Benny (Aidan Quinn) is the overprotective caretaker of his mentally ill – but artistically talented – sister,
Joon (Mary Stuart Masterson). When the eccentric Sam (Johnny Depp), who looks and acts like a silentmovie comedian, falls for Joon, the siblings’ frail bond is put to the test. Depp’s performance in this
offbeat, beautifully acted love story scored a Golden Glove nomination. Julianne Moore and Oliver Platt
co-star.
A disfigured man named Arlington Steward (Frank Langella) informs Norma (Cameron Diaz) and Arthur
(James Marsden) Lewis that they have 25 hours to decide if they want to push a button inside a box that
will give them a cool million – but a complete stranger will die at the same time. Richard Kelly (Donnie
Darko) writes and directs this thriller based on sci-fi writer Richard Matheson’s short story.

Genre
Independent

Character
Generosity

Month
Showing
September

Quirky, Romance

Generosity

September

Crime, Thriller

Generosity

September

2005 American Fusion

Divorced and depressed Yvonne (Sylvia Chang) seems doomed to never find happiness, until MexicanAmerican dentist Jose (Esai Morales) enters her life. However, Yvonne’s traditional Chinese family
struggles to overcome their racial prejudices. As a result, cultural boundaries threaten to derail Yvonne’s
new love. Co-written and directed by Frank Lin, this touching comedy also stars Pat Morita.

Asian, Latino,
Comedy

Generosity

September

2000 The Legend of Bagger Vance

World War I left golfer Rannulph Junuh (Matt Damon) a poker-playing alcoholic, his perfect swing gone.
He needs a dramatic comeback to save the financially ravaged golf course of a sweetheart (Charlize
Theron). Help arrives in the form of mysterious caddy Bagger Vance (Will Smith). Director Robert
Redford’s adaptation of Steven Pressfield’s novel including Jack Lemmon’s final performance.

Drama

Generosity

September

1985 Brewster's Millions

Washed-up baseball player Montgomery Brewster (Richard Pryor) learns he’s inherited a $300 million Slapstick, Comedy
fortune from his deceased rich uncle. To get the cash, however, Brewster must spend $30 million within
30 days – and have absolutely nothing to show for it. Baseball buddy Spike Nolan (John Candy) helps
Brewster with his spending spree while snooty attorney Warren Cox (Stephen Collins) watches his every
move.
In David Marnet’s acclaimed comedy, Jerry (Joe Mantegna), a misfit Mafia henchman, is assigned the low- Gangster, Drama
level job of keeping an eye on Gino (Don Ameche), a shoe repairman fingered by the Mob to confess to a
murder he didn’t commit. But Gino’s mistaken for a Mafia boss, and the two are suddenly catapulted to
the highest levels of mobster status. Only friendship will see them through this dangerous adventure alive!

Generosity

September

Generosity

September

Jackie Chan stars as Wong Fei-Hung, whose mischievous antics land him in hot water. Having tolerated
enough of his son’s mishaps, Fie-Hung’s dad enlists his sadistic uncle (Siu Tien Yuen), who specializes in
drunken-style kung fu, to teach the lad some discipline. Directed by Woo-ping Yuen (fight choreographer
for The Matrix), this Hong Kong martial-arts comedy helped establish the slapstick fighting style that
would become Chan’s trademark.
Cold-hearted TV exec Bill Murray is about to discover the true meaning of Christmas -- the hard way.
Director Richard Donner's wild, woolly spin on Dickens' A Christmas Carol sees Murray visited by three
high-spirited spirits.
This moving adaptation of John Steinbeck’s classic novel follows two migrant workers – one a dimwitted
gentle giant and the other his judicious protector – who find jobs in Depression-era California, only to
have their hopes destroyed.
Texas Ranger, Roland Sharp (Tommy Lee Jones) goes undercover to protect a group of University of
Texas cheerleaders – who happen to be the only witnesses to a federal snitch’s murder. His cover?
Assistant coach. His job? Live on campus with the girls and master the art of choreography. Anne Archer
co-stars as Sharp’s love interest.

Martial Arts

Generosity

September

Comedy, Satire

Gentleness

May

Drama, Based on
classic literature

Gentleness

May

Comedy

Gentleness

May

1988 Things Change

1978 Drunken Master

1988 Scrooged

1992 Of Mice and Men

2005 Man of the House

Year
of Rel
Title
1993 Regarding Henry

Description
Cold-hearted lawyer Henry has wealth, success and a seemingly perfect life with his wife and daughter.
But all that change3s when he’s shot in the head during a robbery and must endure a grueling recovery –
during whi8ch a caring man emerges.
After nine aliens flee their home planet to find a peaceful life on Earth, their plans are shattered by
pursuers who must kill them in number order. Number Four is a teen named John (Alex Pettyfer), who
uses his extraordinary abilities to battle his enemies while protecting the one he loves.

Genre
Medical, Drama

Character
Gentleness

Month
Showing
May

Sci-Fi, Fantasy

Gentleness

May

2010 Of Gods and Men

Awarded Grand Prix honors at the 2010 Cannes Film Festival, this historical drama retells the ordeal of
seven French Trappist monks who are taken captive by Islamic fundamentalists. In the midst of violence
and threats of death, the monks continue to devote their lives to serve others by daily gestures of fraternity,
tolerance, and dialogue, valuing the human spirit above cultural and religious differences.

Foreign, Drama

Gentleness

May

1985 Legend

Fantasy-adventure stars box-office favorite Jack O’The Green (Tom Cruise), is a hermit who must rescue Fantasy, Adventure
the love of his life (Mia Sara) from the evil clutches of the Lord of Darkness (Tim Curry). On the way to
this spectacular confrontation, Jack encounters a mystical world filled with hobgoblins, leprechauns, elves
and fairies. Directed by Ridley Scott, a stirring battle of good versus evil

Gentleness

May

1990 Iron & Silk

The true story of a charismatic American who worked in China as an English teacher while studying with
Foreign
legendary martial arts great Pan Qingfu. Set against the spectacular backdrop of the Chinese landscape,
Iron & Silk is both a humorous and serious examination of the cultural differences between two men who
work toward a common goal.
Robin Williams stars in this futuristic tale as Alan Hakman, a “cutter” who edits people’s digital memories
Sci-Fi, Fantasy
into compositions fit for viewing at their funerals. Things take a dark turn when he finds his own
childhood memories in the databank of a client. This thriller also stars Mira Sorvino as Hakman’s
girlfriend and Jim Caviezel as a former cutter who is in search of a corporate bigwig’s incriminating
footage.
Scarlett Johansson stars as Griet, the young housemaid with a hidden appreciation for art who becomes Action, Military,
the muse of Dutch master painter Johannes Vermeer (Colin Firth). Vermeer is famous for capturing the Adventure, Classic
grace and luminosity of women in domestic settings. But his wife (Essie Davis) would be furious if she
knew the pretty Griet was his latest subject.
Jack Crabb (Dustin Hoffman), a 121-year-old Indian living in a rest home, recounts the amazing tale of
Western
being the Battle of Little Bighorn’s sole white survivor. Reared by the Cheyenne from the age of 10 only
to be snatched by whites at age 15, Crabb spends his life journeying between the two cultures in an effort
to find his place in the world.
Margaret (Nastassja Kinski) and Peter (Tony Goldwyn) escape communist Hungary by leaving their
Drama
infant daughter, Suzanne, behind. Years later, after reuniting with her birth family, Suzanne revisits the
Hungarian couple who raised her and begins the process of re-examining her identity. Loosely based on
director Eva Gardos’ own life.
Stand-up comedian Lance Barton (Chris Rock) is used to dying onstage, but not in real life. When
Comedy
guardian angel, Mr. Keyes (Eugene Levy), accidentally transports Barton to heaven, the only way to
correct the gaffe is to send Barton back to Earth – in the body of an elderly white millionaire. A hilarious
retelling of the 1978 Warren Beatty film, Heaven Can Wait.
This inspiring drama centers on white farmer Angus Buchan (Frank Rautenbach), who – weary of the Real Life, Drama
conflict in Zambia – moves his family to South Africa, where they try to transform a bare plot of land into
a working farm. Buchan faces a string of challenges, but as he overcomes each hurdle, he gradually
realizes that hiss hunger for material wealth has been replaced with a growing sense of spirituality.

Gentleness

May

Gratefulness

July

Gratefulness

July

Gratefulness

July

Gratefulness

July

Gratefulness

July

Gratefulness

July

2011 I Am Number Four

2004 The Final Cut

2003 Girl With a Pearl Earring

1970 Little Big Man

2001 An American Rhapsody

2001 Down to Earth

2006 Faith Like Potatoes

Year
of Rel
Title
1991 Robin Hood: Prince of Theives

Description
Genre
Kevin Costner is Sherwood Forest’s outlaw hero in this classic tale of intrigue, romance and pageantry. Action, Adventure
When the dastardly Sheriff of Nottingham (Alan Rickman) murders Robin’s father, the legendary archer
vows vengeance. To accomplish his mission, Robin joins forces with a band of exiled villagers (and
comely Maid Marian), and together they battle to end the evil sheriff’s reign of terror.

Character
Gratefulness

Month
Showing
July

2010 Alice in Wonderland

Alice (Mia Wasikowska) journeys through Underland, where she experiences strange ordeals and
encounters peculiar characters, including the vaporous Cheshire Cat (voiced by Stephen Fry), the Mad
Hatter (Johnny Depp) and the sadistic Red Queen (Helena Bonham Carter). Anne Hathaway, Alan
Rickman, Matt Lucas and Crispin Glover co-star in this inventive adaptation of the Lewis Carroll classic.

Fantasy

Gratefulness

July

1975 Cooley High

Dreams of the future and methods of escape from the stifling confines of the ghetto were subjects of
endless discussion among the seniors of Cooley High in the early ‘60’s. The transition form teenage
mentality to young adulthood is a trying experience for these youngsters and they accomplish it with fastpaced action and humor.
A Hong Kong take on Robin Hood, the corrupt officials of a Chinese village are continually robbed by a
masked bandit. Known only as the “Iron Monkey”, famous for giving to the poor, the authorities have
little information to act on. Still, they throw all of their weapons at this elusive hero to no avail. This high
action adventure is a ballet of flying fists, feet and bamboo staffs.

Comedy

Hospitality

November

Foreign, Action

Hospitality

November

Phil Beddoe is an easy-going trucker and one helluva fist-fighter. With his partners, Orville and Clyde, he Romantic, Comedy,
roams the San Fernando Valley in search of hospitality: cold beer, country music and the occasional
Action
punch-up.
During WWII, a Navajo language was used for encoding top-secret messages. Encoders, Native American Historical, Drama
soldiers, were protected at all costs. However, when Marine Sergeant Joe Enders is faced with imminent
capture, his mission requires that he kill one encoder to avoid torture. Their friendship complicates the
matter and the Sergeant is faced with the ultimate moral dilemma.

Hospitality

November

Hospitality

November

Wealthy businessman, Wesley Deeds, has always done what is expected of him. When he meets Lindsey, Romantic, Drama
a widowed, single mother, Wesley bucks predictability and begins providing Lindsey with all the things
she cannot provide her herself. His hospitality shakes up relationships left and right, and ultimately
changes his life for good.
It’s the future and boxing is no longer human, but robotic…on a massive scale. Charlie Kenton, a washedSports, Drama
up fighter, earns just enough to get from one underground match to the next. When Charlie meets his
estranged son, he is not the least bit interested in being hospitable, not a father, until his son builds and
trains a championship contender.
A beautifully retelling of the classic Alexandre Durmas story. Edmond Dante’s (Jim Caviezel) life and Action, Adventure,
plans to wed beautiful Mercedes (Dagmara Dominczyk) are shattered when his best friend, Fernand (Guy
Drama
Pearce), deceives him. After spending 13 miserable years in prison, Dantes escapes with the help of a
fellow inmate (Richard Harris) and plots his revenge.
When a young man (Mekhi Phifer) is wrongly condemned for murder, his family convinces a trusted Dark, Crime, Drama
schoolteacher (Don Cheadle) to visit him daily. Both men learn lessons about the never-ending struggle
for human dignity. Based on the novel by Ernest J. Gaines, this moving story of the Deep South received
an Emmy for Outstanding Made for Television Movie.
Rick Schroder writes, directs and stars in this coming-of-age tale about a young Native American boxer, Independent, Drama
Black Cloud (Eddie Spears), who overcomes many obstacles as he vies for a spot on the Olympic team.
Along the way, he must use his talents against a racist cowboy (Schroder) who’s scheming to steal his
girlfriend and his pride. Nathaniel Arcand, Peter Greene, Julia Jones, Wayne Knight, Tim McGraw and
Russell Means co-star.

Hospitality

November

Hospitality

November

2001 Iron Monkey

1978 Every Which Way But Loose

2001 Windtalker

2012 Tyler Perry's Good Deeds

2011 Real Steel

2002 Count of Monte Cristo

1999 A Lesson Before Dying

2004 Black Cloud

Initiative

October

Initiative

October

Initiative

October

Year
of Rel
2006 déjà vu

Title

1987 Empire of the Sun

1993 What's Eating Gilbert Grape?

2007 Away From Her

1961 Guns of Navarone

2005 Paradise Now

2008 The Boy in the Striped Pajamas

Description
Genre
Déjà vu unexpectedly guides ATF agent Doug Carlin (Denzel Washington) through an investigation of a Action, Thriller
shattering crime. Called to recover evidence after a bomb explodes on a New Orleans ferry, Carlin
discovers that a feeling which comes to him across the time continuum will lead him on a mind-bending
race to save hundreds of innocent people.
Steven Spielberg directs a young Christian Bale in a stunning feature-film debut as Jim, a British War, Drama, Period
expatriate who’s separated from his parents when the Japanese army invades Shanghai at the outset of
World War II. Eventually interned in a civilian prison camp, Jim hooks up with several American
prisoners (led by John Malkovich) and becomes the camp mascot. Elsewhere, war tidings grow ominous
for the Japanese.
When Gilbert Grape’s (Johnny Depp) dad commits suicide, Gilbert is left with the responsibility of caring
Quirky, Drama
for his homebound mother (Darlene Cates), and his mentally disabled brother Arnie (Leonardo DiCaprio).
Life takes on a new light when Gilbert falls in love with Becky (Juliette Lewis), a vacationer just passing
through town.
Married for almost 50 years, Grant and Fiona must come to terms with Fiona’s increasing symptoms of
Drama
Alzheimer’s disease. She opts for the care of a nursing home but Grant is devastated when after her 30 day
orientation to the facility she has all but forgotten him and transferred her affections to another man in the
home. Grant must then perform an act of self-sacrifice in order to ensure her happiness

Character
Initiative

Month
Showing
October

Initiative

October

Initiative

October

Initiative

October

Guns of Navarone is the spectacular action story and the nerve shattering suspense of an almost suicidal
mission directed toward the destruction of two giant radar controlled cannons whose very existence
threatens thousands of allied lives during World War II. This Academy Award winner, was one the ten
best pictures of the year.
Disturbing, yet moving tale of two young Palestinians who are drafted as suicide bombers for an
assignment in Tel Aviv. Both commit faithfully to their mission, but have second thoughts after spending
a final night with friends and family. Instead of portraying the men as soulless monsters, the reasons why
they would accept such a tragic fate humanize this drastic tale.
Young Bruno (Asa Butterfield) befriends Shmuel (Jack Scanlon), a boy who lives on the other side of the
fence (in a concentration camp), where everyone seems to be wearing striped pajamas. Unaware of
Shmuel’s fate as a Jewish prisoner or the role his own Nazi father plays in his imprisonment, Bruno
embarks on a dangerous journey inside the camp’s walls in attempt to help his new friend.

Classic, War

Initiative

October

Foreign, Drama,
English Subtitles

Loyalty

May

Drama

Loyalty

May

2010 Toy Story 3

Pixar does it again. Cowboy Woody (Tom Hanks) and his astronaut partner, Buzz Lightyear (Tim Allen), Animated, Comedy
must cope with their owner’s departure for college. Will they cut all ties to stay in a daycare where they
can be with new owners, or will they stay loyal to Andy, hoping to still be there for him…someday…?
Joan Cusack, Ned Beatty, Don Rickles, Michael Keaton, John Ratzenberger, and more…

Loyalty

May

2002 The Four Feathers

In Victorian-era Sudan, British officer Harry Faversham (Heath Ledger) resigns his post right before a
battle against Mahdi rebels, prompting his fiancée (Kate Hudson) and three friends to give him four white
feathers as a symbol of what they perceive to be cowardice and disloyalty. Little do they know Faversham
is going undercover.
Amid stunning vistas, this award-winning Western from director George Stevens follow reformed
gunslinger (Alan Ladd), whose determination to avoid a fight is tested when greedy cattle barons threaten
the community of homesteaders he’s joined. Jack Palance plays Shane’s unabashedly evil nemesis and the
film’s enigmatic ending – after Shane realizes he’s become a disruptive force in the family that’s taken
him in – is a cinematic classis!
A classic. Adapted from a novel by S.E. Hinton, director Francis Ford Coppola’s coming-of-age drama
chronicles the escalating violence between two teenage gangs in rural Oklahoma. The rivalry intensifies
when loyalties are challenged and some must choose between a new sense of right and wrong or remaining
stuck in their hatred.

Military, Period

Loyalty

May

Classic, Western

Loyalty

May

Coming of Age,
Drama

Loyalty

May

1953 Shane

1983 The Outsiders

Year
of Rel
Title
2006 The Second Chance

2009 Hachi: A Dog's Tale

1998 Simon Birch

Month
Showing
May

Description
Recording artist Michael W. Smith is Pastor Ethan, a music minister who is comfortable at his mediasavvy suburban mega-church. When he and Jake Sanders, a street-smart apostle who ministers to the gang
members, teen mothers and drug addicts are thrown together in a tough neighborhood church, they must
cross all loyalties and boundaries they though existed between the streets and the sanctuary.

Genre
Faith, Drama

Character
Loyalty

When his master, Parker (Richard Gere), dies, a loyal pooch named Hachiko keeps a regular vigil – for
more than a decade – at the train station where he once greeted the man every day. This is director Lasse
Hallstrom’s touching drama based on a true story. Joan Allen, Sarah Roemer, Jason Alexander, and CaryHiroyuki Tagawa co-star.
Simon (Ian Michael Smith) and Joe (Joseph Mazzello) are best friends, bound by broken families and
their misfit status; Simon is a dwarf, and Joe is illegitimate. But the boys face a devastating blow as Simon
searches for a destiny bigger than his body and Joe hunts for his father. Ashley Judd plays Joe’s mother,
and Jim Carrey narrates this film based loosely on John Irving’s novel A Prayer for Owen Meany.

Drama

Loyalty

May

Family

Patience

December

2004 The Notebook

Two young lovers (Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams) are torn apart by war and class differences in the
1940’s. Their story is told by a man (James Garner) who, years later, reads from a notebook while he visits
a woman in a nursing home (Gena Rowlands)). Nick Cassavetes directs this heart-tugging romance about
the sacrifices people will make to hang on to their one true love.

Romance

Patience

December

2009 The Winning Season

Searching for a coach for his hapless girls’ basketball team, school principal Terry turns to his friend, Bill,
a divorced drunken dishwasher who isn’t even involved in his own daughter’s life. But Bill’s life changes
as he bonds with the team in this quirky, if not a little dark, indie comedy.
When Dr. Ellie Arroway (Jodie Foster) hears a signal being broadcast from outer space, she is impatient to
win the race to interpret humanity’s first contact with alien intelligence. Matthew McConaughey co-stars
as Palmer Joss, a Christian philosopher who is Ellie’s friend as well as her lover. Robert Zemeckis directs.

Comedy

Patience

December

Sci-fi

Patience

December

Henry Sawyer (J.K. Simmons), and his wife, Helen (Cara Seymour), discover that their son – who ran
Independent
away from home 20 years prior – now suffers from a brain tumor that blocks him from recording fresh
memories. Desperate to reconnect with him, Henry realizes the best way to do so is through music –
specifically the classic rock tunes he loves and despises.
Obsessed time traveler (Hugh Jackman) searches for a stree believed to grant eternal life in 16th -century Sci-fi, Drama
Spain while desperately seeking a cure for his wife’s (Rachel Weisz) cancer. As he travels through time
fulfilling himself as a scientist and astronaut, he is also locked in an epic struggle to save the woman he
loves. Can he come to terms with some of life’s murkiest mysteries without losing himself?

Patience

December

Patience

December

Javier Bardem stars in this moving film based on a true story as Ramon Sampedro, a Spaniard who’s
condemned to life as a quadriplegic. Determined to die with dignity, Sampedro leads a 30-year campaign
to win the right to end his life. His extraordinary example even inspires his lawyer, Julia (Belen Rueda),
and a local woman (Lola Duenas) to reach for the heavens, with both women achieving far beyond their
wildest dreams.
As the Soviet satellite Sputnik streaks across the heavens in October 1957, it’s a source of inspiration for
17-year-old Homer Hickam (Jake Gyllenhaal), who refuses to follow in his father’s footsteps laboring in
West Virginia’s coal mines. Hickam would rather reach for the stars – literally. He sets about crafting a
rocket to compete for a science-fair scholarship – and a chance to change his future.

Foreign, Drama,
Spanish

Patience

December

Drama

Patience

December

Rupert and Alfred are rival magicians in turn-of-the century London who battle each other for trade
secrets. When Alfred performs the ultimate trick Rupert desperately tries to find the secret only to discover
that it might not be a trick at all. Scarlet Johanssen, Christian Bale, and Hugh Jackman star.

Psychological,
Thriller

Persuasiveness

1997 Contact

2010 The Music Never Stopped

2006 The Fountain

2004 The Sea Inside

1999 October Sky

2006 The Prestige

June

Year
of Rel
1938 Pygmalion

1991

1995
2006

2009

Title

Genre
Drama, Based on
classic literature

Character
Persuasiveness

Month
Showing
June

Comedy

Persuasiveness

June

Thriller

Persuasiveness

June

Comedy

Persuasiveness

June

Drama

Persuasiveness

June

Ethan Hawke and Uma Thurman team up for a futuristic thriller about a genetically altered society of have Fantasy, Adventure
and have-nots. The action turns on one man’s struggle to overcome the way he has been created in a world
that ranks people by their genetic make. Featured among the ensemble are Alan Arkin, Jude Loren Dean,
and novelist Gore Vidal.
Jason Bourne (Matt Damon) is constantly trying to find himself – while dealing with secrets, failed Action, Thriller
alliances, setups and shootouts. We are showing all three of author Robert Ludlum’s espionage trilogy in
honor of this fictional hero who battles mental roadblocks beyond imagination!

Persuasiveness

June

Persuasiveness

June

Director Tim Burton’s bold adaptation of the Lewis Carroll classic takes us through visually dynamic Sci-Fi, Fantasy,
journeys of 19-year-old Alec. As she traverses Underland, she experiences strange ordeals, a surreal sense
Adventure
of time and place, and encounters peculiar characters, including the vaporous Cheshire Cat, the Mad
Hatter and the sadistic Red Queen.
The wildly popular 1980’s action figures spawned cartoon show, a comic book and finally this live-action Action, Adventure,
feature film. Dolph Lundgren plays the cosmic hero He-Man, who comes to earth to prevent Skeletor and
Sci-Fi, Fantasy
Evil-Lyn form taking over the planet.
When award-winning novelist William Forrester realizes a high school basketball star’s exceptional Drama, Coming of
writing talent, he decides to mentor the youngster, who harbors a passion that’s not usually associated
Age
with jocks; He’s obsessed with words. Over time, the pair find a common passion can forge an uncommon
bond.
A string of Hollywood A-list celebs give voice to E.B. White’s beloved barnyard characters in this
Family
updated rendition of the classic children’s tale. When Wilbur the pig discovers he’s destined for the dinner
table, kindly spider Charlotte hatches a plan to keep him around. But will her messages be read and
understood in time?
When an elephant named Horton hears a speck of dust cry for help, he’s determined to protect the Animation, Family
residents of the town of Whoville – despite ridicule form his neighbors – in time to save their world from
impending ruin. Adapted from the popular Dr. Seuss tale by the same name.
Whenever Iraq War veterans return to the U.S. via Bangor, Maine, senior citizen volunteers Bill, Joan and
Documentary
Jerry are unfailingly at the airport to greet them. This moving documentary profiles their personal stories
and their selfless determination to show up on time and to show all their gratitude.

Punctuality

September

Punctuality

September

Punctuality

September

Punctuality

September

Punctuality

September

Punctuality

September

Description
You may know this George Bernard Shaw classic drama as, “My Fair Lady,” but this is the film that
predates all the remakes. When arrogant phonetics professor Henry Higgins meets cockeyed Eliza
Doolittle, he bets his friend that he can elevate her lowbrow speech and pass her off as a duchess. Will he
persuade everyone – except himself – of her real worth?
What About Bob?
Bob Wiley (Bill Murray), a neurotic New Yorker paralyzed by phobias, follows his psychiatrist on
vacation. Pompous shrink Dr. Leo Marvin (Richard Dreyfuss) tries to get rid of his annoying patient, but
Bob ingratiates himself with Marvin’s family. Soon Marvin’s wife and children, persuaded by Bob’s
childlike charm, start to think Bob may be more fun than Marvin.
Hackers
A group of New York teenagers find themselves embroiled in a dangerous espionage plot while competing
to see who is the best computer hacker. Johnny Lee Miller and Angelina Jolie star.
RV
Overworked advertising executive Bob McNeive is about to embark on the most dangerous adventure of
this life – a two-week RV trip with his family! With a hidden agenda in tow, Bob must rely on his powers
of persuasion – (or is it self-deception!) – to keep the family rolling along. Robin Williams, Kristen
Chenoweth, Jeff Daniels star.
Givted Hands: The Ben Carson Story The true story about renowned neurosurgeon, Ben Carson. Growing up in a broken home, facing poverty
and prejudice, Ben’s grades suffered and his temper flared. Yet, his mother persuaded him to follow the
opportunities she never had, facing roadblocks head on. Her guidance helped to grow his imagination,
intelligence, and most importantly, his belief in himself.

1997 Gattaca

2002 - 2004 - 2007
Bourne Trilogy Movies

2010 Alice in Wonderland

1987 Masters of the Universe

2000 Finding Forrester

2006 Charlotte's Web

2008 Horton Hears a Who

2009 The Way We Get By

Year
of Rel
Title
2008 Space Chimps

2010 Clash of the Titans

2006 The Ultimate Gift

2009 Time Traveler's Wife
2006 The Girl Who Leapt Through Time

Description
Genre
Playful circus chimp Ham III – grandson of the first simian astronaut – finds himself knee-deep in an
Family
intergalactic revolution when NASA drafts him to recover a missing probe in this animated comedy
adventure. Can Ham and his shipmates, the intrepid Lt. Luna and testy skipper Titan, save a planet under
the thumb of a nefarious tyrant?
If he is to save the life of the beautiful Princess Andromeda, the valiant Perseus – born to a god but raised Fantasy, Adventure
as a man – must lead a team of intrepid warriors on a quest to battle a host of powerful, beastly enemies.
This is a sweeping fantasy epic and remake of the 1981 hit.
When his wealthy grandfather dies, Jason Stevens fully expects to benefit with a fat inheritance. Instead, Independent, Drama
Jason receives a test – a series of tasks he must complete on time before he can get any money.

Character
Punctuality

Month
Showing
September

Punctuality

September

Punctuality

September

Due to a genetic disorder, handsome librarian Henry DeTamble involuntarily zips through time, appearing
at various moments in the life of his true love, the beautiful artist Clare Abshire
A seemingly ordinary high school student makes a startling revelation when she learns she can travel back
in time. Following a series of frivolous “time leaps,” Makoto learns that her powers have a negative
impact on the people around her and sets out to correct the effects of her actions.

Romantic, Drama

Punctuality

September

Anime, Fantasy

Punctuality

September

Punctuality

September

2007 Grace is Gone

An ex-military man tries to find the courage to tell his two daughters their mother has died while serving Independent, Drama
in Iraq. As he works through his own feelings, Stanley delays telling his girls the truth, instead taking
them on an excursion to a theme park. The film won the Dramatic Audience Award at Sundance.

2009 Post Grad

Ryden Malby always assumed it would be easy to find a job with a college diploma. But when nothing
materializes after graduation, she’s forced to move back in with her dysfunctional family and work fulltime at maintaining her sanity.
Oprah Winfrey narrates this inspirational look at disability in Ghana – where the physically handicapped
are outcast – as seen through the eyes of Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah, who was born with a deformed right
leg. While most of the nation’s 2 million citizens deemed “disabled” suffer discrimination, Emmanuel has
dedicated his life to traveling the country via bicycle to open people’s minds and to transform lives.

Indie, Comedy

Resourcefulness

November

Documentary

Resourcefulness

November

Shy Hiccup Haddock III faces a formidable rite of passage; he must kill a dragon. But after downing a
feared dragon, he realizes that he no longer wants to destroy it. So he befriends the beast – much to the
chagrin of his village and his warrior father, the village leader
Convinced that there isn’t enough of him to go around, overworked contractor Doug Kinney has himself
secretly cloned so he can spend more time with his wife and kids. But the clones slowly develop ideas of
their own – and managing them turns out to be the toughest job Doug’s ever had.

Animation,
Adventure

Resourcefulness

November

Comedy

Resourcefulness

November

When his department is outsourced to India, customer call center manager Todd Anderson heads to
Mumbai to train his successor, and amusing culture clashes ensue as Anderson tries to explain American
business practices to the befuddled new employees. In the process, he learns important lessons about
globalization – and life.
Freshly unemployed, young cellist Daigo has an epiphany in which he realizes he’s been heading down
the wrong career path. Retreating to his hometown, he trains for a new professional role as a nakanshi, or
one who prepares the dead for burial. Daigo’s eccentric mentor provides comic relief in this Oscarwinning, richly detailed – if unlikely – drama about finding your bliss.

Indie, Comedy,
Romance

Resourcefulness

November

Foreign, Drama

Resourcefulness

November

Thriller

Resourcefulness

November

2005 Emanuel's Gift

2010 How to Train Your Dragon

1996 Multiplicity

2006 Outsourced

2008 Departures

1995 The Net

Sandra Bullock is Angela Bennett, a freelance software engineer who lives in a world of computer
technology. When a cyber friend asks Bennett to debug a CD-ROM game, she discovers a conspiracy that
will turn her life upside down. Soon, her records have been erased, and she’s been given a new identity
and a police record. Her vacation is ruined as she struggles to determine why she’s been deleted from
society.

Year
of Rel
2005 Kinky Boots

Title

2009 Star Trek

2007 Stardust

2010 Furry Vengeance

2007 Son of Rambow

Description
Genre
After inheriting a failing, stodgy old shoe factory, Charlie Price aims to take the fashion world by storm
Indie, Comedy
with help from a flashy (cross-dressing) cabaret dancer named Lola, who helps his design a racy line of
men’s boots.
Capt. Kirk and his trusted team on the starship USS Enterprise boldly go where no man has gone before in Sci-Fi, Adventure
this installment of Gene Roddenberry’s sci-fi franchise that follows the early days of the intergalactic
adventurers.
After promising the beautiful Victoria that he’ll retrieve a fallen star to secure her love, young Tristan Romantic, Comedy
journeys to a magical world to win her heart in this charming fantasy based on Neil Gaiman’s novel.
Along the way, he battles a pirate named Captain Shakespeare, an evil witch and other assorted goblins
and ghosts. Peter O’Toole, Claire Danes and Rupert Everett co-star.
When real estate developer Dan Sanders finalizes plans to level a swath of pristine Oregon forest to make
Comedy
way for a soulless housing subdivision, a band of woodland creatures rises up to throw a monkey wrench
into the greedy scheme. Just how much mischief from the furry critters can the businessman take before he
calls it quits?
Getting a hold of a camera changes everything for young Will, whose ultra religious parents forbid him to
Indie, Comedy
watch TV or go to the movies, in this nostalgic comedy form the team behind The Hitchhiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy. The film chronicles the unlikely friendship that blossoms between Will and class bully Lee
when the latter recruits Will to help him make a home movie inspired by Rambo: First Blood

A Man Named Pearl

Month
Showing
November

Resourcefulness

November

Resourcefulness

November

Resourcefulness

November

Resourcefulness

November

Resourcefulness

November

Responsibility

February

2006 Citizen Duane

Tenacious Duane (Douglas Smith) loses a high-school election to rich and popular Chad (Nicholas
Carella). So, Duane one-ups his nemesis by running for town mayor against the longtime incumbent;
Chad’s grandmother. With help from Molly (Jane McGregor) and an oddball uncle (Donal Logue), Duane
gets a crash course in politics and growing up in this quirky comedy.

2007 Up The Yangtze

When the Three Gorges Dam makes life hard for the Yu family, daughter Yu Shui must take a job aboard
Documentary
a cruise ship, where she enters into a dizzying microcosm of modern china. Meanwhile, her parents face
the rising waters of the Yangtze. She is torn by the duties to her family and new life. Nominated for Best
Documentary for the Independent Spirit Awards.
Former felon, irresponsible couch potato, Bud, (Kevin Costner) finds himself in the position of being able
Comedy
to single-handedly choose the next American president – and win the respect of his daughter in the
process. Kelsey Grammer, Nathan Lane, Stanley Tucci, George Lopez and Dennis Hopper also star in this
political satire from writer-director Joshua Michael Stern.
Spike Lee’s Oscar-nominated drama follows the life of black nationalist Malcolm X (Denzel Washington) Drama, Biography
– from his early days in prison, to his conversion to Islam, marriage to Betty Shabazz (Angela Bassett) and
discovery of Elijah Mohammad’s (Al Freeman Jr.) Nation of Islam writings. When Malcolm turns his
back on the Islam (following a pilgrimage to Mecca), he becomes a murder target.

Responsibility

February

Responsibility

February

Responsibility

February

Nerd Stanley Yelnats (Shia LaBeouf) is sent to a Texas detention camp, where he and the other
delinquents are forced to gig holes as a character-building exercise. Every day, each boy must dig a hole 5
feet deep and wide. But what’s the real reason for all the digging?
This thrilling maritime drama pits “Lucky” Jack Aubrey (Russell Crowe), captain of the HMS Surprise,
and his close-knit crew against a skilled and quick French privateer equipped with better weapons. This
action-adventure won Oscars for Best Cinematography and Best Sound Editing.

Comedy

Responsibility

February

Adventure

Responsibility

February

Responsibility

February

2008 Swing Vote

1992 Malcom X

2003 Holes

2002 Master and Commander

2009 I Hate Valentine's Day

Teen, Comedy

Character
Resourcefulness

After falling in love onscreen in My Big Fat Greek Wedding, Nia Vardalos and John Corbett reteam for a Romantic, Comedy
romantic comedy about a florist (Vardalos) who persuades a restaurateur (Corbett) to take a gamble on a
no-strings-attached relationship. In Vardalos’ directorial debut, the action is crammed into directorial
debut, the action is crammed into a single day – February 14.

Year
of Rel
Title
2002 Twilight Samurai

2009 Not Easily Broken

2008 The Caller

2009 The Yes Men Fix the World

2008 Bigger, Faster, Stronger

2002 Shackleton

Character
Responsibility

Month
Showing
February

This faith-based drama follows the trials and tribulations of Dave (Morris Chestnut) and Clarice Johnson
Drama
(Taraji P. Henson), a married couple forced to reevaluate the strength of their bond after Clarice is injured
in a car accident.
Energy executive Jimmy Stevens (Frank Langella) blows the whistle on his firm’s shady deals, but his
Psychological,
actions put his own life in danger. Knowing there is a hit on his life, but unwilling to compromise the
Thriller
truth, he hires detective Frank Turlotte (Elliott Gould), not to tail the would-be assassin….but to record
Stevens’ final days. Past and present collide in director Richard Ledes’s neo-noir thriller as the men’s lives
become increasingly entangled.
Watch as the Yes Men employ large-scale fraud to highlight the political, economic and tragic failures
Documentary
surrounding corporate catastrophes, such as the 1994 Union Carbide disaster in India. “Punk’d” meets
social commentary as the duo impersonates corporate spokespersons, infiltrates the BBC, and expose the
moral limitations of government and commerce.
Filmmaker Chris Bell points the camera at his brothers and himself – all steroid-users – to critically
Documentary
examine sports competition and the unyielding pressure to succeed. Bell asks whether the winning-iseverything attitude that’s so prevalent in American society has truly built a better athlete – or if it has lead
to some dangerous double-standards. When “everyone else is doing it,” who takes responsibility for the
tragedies that result?
Ernest Shackleton was one of 20th century’s greatest explorers. Bound for Antarctica in 1915. Drama, Adventure
Shackleton’s ship, became trapped in the Weddell Sea ice pack. The ship sank, stranding Shackleton and
his crew in hostile environments. Based on diaries and first-person accounts of expedition members, this
film recounts their ordeal.
When his brother falls ill, Alvin Straight pledges to go to his brother’s side – despite being unable to drive. Drama, Indie, Faith,
Armed with a riding lawnmower for transportation, a tent and unshakable determination, Alvin sets out to
Biography
cover the 3000 miles to his brother’s house in a weeks-long journey of healing and remembrance.

Responsibility

February

Responsibility

February

Responsibility

February

Responsibility

February

Description
The Twilight Samurai tells the story of Seibei Iguchi (Hiroyuki Sanada), a man who has trained as a
samurai and belongs to a samurai clan, but doesn’t fight alongside them in any battles. Instead, Seibei, a
recent widower, has devoted himself to caring for his two daughters and ailing mother. His reluctance to
fight makes him a curiosity – and soon lands him an assignment that could cost him his life.

Genre
Foreign Drama

Self-Control

August

Self-Control

August

Six runners from vastly different backgrounds train for the 26.2 miles of glory that comprise the famed
Documentary
Chicago Marathon. Appearances by legendary runners such as Dick Beardsey, Paula Radcliffe, Bill
Rodgers, Toshihiko Seko and Grete Waitz.
Edward Norton stars as Bruse Banner, a doctor with an exotic condition that causes him to transform into Sci-Fi, Comic Book
a hulking green monster when under duress. Close to finding a remedy, Dr. Banner becomes sidetracked
as he’s pursued first by the military and then by a rival monster known as the Abomination.

Self-Control

August

Self-Control

August

2009 Transfomers 2

Unlikely here Sam, and his girlfriend, return to assist the Autobots in anther epic battle against the evil
Decepticons. Pyrotechnics, comedy, and action make this a supercharged sequel to the 2007 megahit.

Self-Control

August

2005 Street Fight

Oscar-nominated documentary takes viewers behind the scenes of Newark, N.J’s cutthroat mayoral race of
Documentary
2002. The candidates: young Ivy League upstart Cory Booker vs. incumbent Sharpe James, an old-timer
who’s not above using questionable tactics to achieve victory.
In the spellbinding sequel to Hellboy, the identities of Hellboy, Liz Sherman and Abe Sapien are exposed
Comic Book,
as they face a new threat: The Golden Army, assembled of long-hidden mythological creatures. As
Superhero
fantastic monsters and paranormal phenomena take over, the trio races to destroy the army’s leader, the
vengeful Prince Nuada.
Young psychic, Ashley, is forced to tell a small lie to her bereaved client, Henry. When she fails to make Romantic, Comedy
contact with his dead fiancée, Kate – a restless spirit tragically killed on her wedding day – problems arise
when Kate reaches out from beyond the grave to ensure Ashley and Henry don’t fall for each other.

Self-Control

August

Self-Control

August

Self-Control

August

1999 Straight Story

2007 Spirit of the Marathon

2008 Incredible Hulk

2008 Hellboy 2

2008 Over Her Dead Body

Sci-Fi, Action

Year
of Rel
Title
2004 Super Size Me

Character
Self-Control

Month
Showing
August

2007

Description
Genre
A hilarious, if not terrifying, look at the effects of fast food on the human body. For one month, Spurlock
Documentary
eats nothing but McDonald’s, ordering everything on the menu and “super-sizing” his order whenever
asked. The result is a sobering examination of the line between personal and corporate responsibility and
control for our health and nutrition.
You Don't Mess With The Zohan
Zohan, an Israeli counterterrorism soldier has a secret ambition to become a hairstylist. Zohan’s desire Comedy, Satire,
runs so deep that he’ll do anything – faking his own death and going head-to-head with an Arab cab
Action
driver – to make his dreams come true.
The Rocker
When a washed-up drummer from a 1980’s supergroup, reluctantly accepts a gig on the skins in his
comedy
nephew’s high school band, he discovers that his dreams of rock ‘n’ roll stardom haven’t completely died.
Can he take his new band, A.D.D., all the way to the top?
Shaolin Ulysses: Kung Fu Monks in Exhilarating film traces the journey of five kung fu monks chasing the American dream. Hailing form
Documentary
America
China’s legendary Shaolin Temple, these Zen masters have left their homeland to forge a new life and
bring their special brand of martial arts to the west.
Primer
Quite by accident, an engineer builds a machine that can transport he user back in time. But his discovery
Sci-Fi, Indie,
comes with an ominous caveat: At the heart of this puzzling device, nothing is as it seems on the surface.
Thriller,
David Sullivan and Shane Carruth co-star in this Sundance Film Festival Grand Jury Prize winner, a film
Psychological
whose inventive narrative blends a patchwork story line with overlapping streams of dialogue that help
build tension and suspense.
Nick & Norah's Infinite Playlist
Norah wants to prove to her friend Trist that she’s capable of having a boyfriend. So at a concert, she Romantic, Comedy
grabs the first guy she sees, Nick, and asks him to pretend they’re dating – but it turns out that Nick is
Tris’s ex. Despite the fact that they started off as a fauzmance, Nick and Norah’s relationship turns real as
they traipse through Manhattan, sharing their love of music and all things weird.

Self-Control

August

Self-Control

August

Self-Control

August

Self-Control

August

Self-Control

August

2008 Finding Forrester

When award-winning novelist William Forrester (Sean Connery) realizes a high school basketball star’s Drama, Coming of
(Rob Brown) exceptional writing talent, he decides to mentor the youngster, who harbors a passion that’s
Age
not usually associated with jocks; He’s obsessed with words. Over time, the pair finds that a common
passion can forge an uncommon bond, and, in the process, Forrester becomes less of a recluse.

Self-Control

August

1999 The Iron Giant

It is 1957 and 9-year-old Hogarth finds a colossal but disoriented alien robot. The two form a strong,
protective friendship. However, a government agent is on their trail – and he’s intent on destroying the
now humanized automation. This beautifully rendered parable based on British poet Ted Hughes’ short
story features the voices of Jennifer Aniston, Vin Diesel, Harry Connick Jr. and Cloris Leachman.

Animation

Sensitivity

March

1991 The Doctor

Surgeon Jack MacKee (William Hunt) doesn’t exactly have the most sensitive or nurturing bedside
manner; in fact, he regards his patients as specimens rather than people. In a reversal of fortune, MacKee
learns that he has cancer and begins to aspire to a higher moral plateau of love and compassion with
patients. He’s helped in his mission via a special bond he forges with a fellow cancer victim (Elizabeth
Perkins).
When peace breaks out in America, hard-nosed Marine Maj. Benson Payne (Damon Wayans) finds
himself out of a job. Unable to handle boring civilian life, Payne takes a post commanding junior cadets at
a private academy. The military bulldog teaches the wee recruits discipline and poise, but will they teach
him some sensitivity in the process?
Robot soldier, Solo, (Mario Van Peebles) was designed to carry out the government’s most dangerous and
top-secret operations. Solo, however, has been programmed to think for himself – which leads to his
unwillingness to kill innocent bystanders. After ruining a covert operation, Solo finds himself on the run
until he comes to a village of oppressed peasants, who need his special skills. Will he help them or save
himself?

Drama

Sensitivity

March

Comedy

Sensitivity

March

Action

Sensitivity

March

2008

2004

2004

2008

1995 Major Payne

1996 Solo

Year
of Rel
Title
2010 Dinner For Schmucks

Character
Sensitivity

Month
Showing
March

Office drone, Joe (Tom Hanks), is going mad inside an oppressive work life where everyone has Romantic, Comedy
seemingly lost their senses. When he is diagnosed with a terminal “brain cloud”, he quits his job and
travels to the island of Waponi Woo, where a human sacrifice is needed to appease a volcano god. On his
way, Joe finds love with Patricia (Meg Ryan) and the two bravely face their destiny – the volcano’s
inferno – hand in hand.
Grieving widow Queen Victoria (Oscar nominee Judi Dench) withdraws into sadness for years until
Period, Drama
plainspoken manservant John Brown (Billy Connolly) disrupts her mourning. But as their friendship
grows, it results in personal and political ramifications for both of them. John Madden’s period drama
brilliantly portrays the woman behind an empire and the man who helped her live again.

Sensitivity

March

Sensitivity

March

2007 Freedom Writers

Young teacher, Erin Gruwell, (Hilary Swank), begins using readings from the Holocaust to challenge her
LA students. As the students journal about their troubled lives, they apply history lessons to address the
cycle of violence and cultural insensitivity that also threaten their futures. Scott Glenn, Imelda Staunton
and Patrick Dempsey co-star in this moving account of this real-life educator’s unorthodox methods.

Sensitivity

March

2007 Dan in Real Life

Dan Burns is a column writer for a local newspaper who goes to a family reunion on the Jersey shore Romantic, Comedy
where he meets a woman he takes a liking to. Upon returning home, he finds out the woman is his
brother’s girlfriend. He then tries desperately not to fall in love with her while not breaking rules he has
set up for himself and his daughters in this romantic comedy.
Gregory Peck stars as Captain Hornblower of the British Navy. Hi is sent on a mission in 1807 to divert Action, Military,
the Spanish allies during the Napoleonic Wars by starting a revolution in South America. The Captain is a Adventure, Classic
strong, courageous leader who is plagued by self-doubt. He must hide any internal fears when some
unexpected complications occur that force him to change his plans.
Director Walter Salles creates a modern, epic meditation on war and peace in a story set in Brazil and
Foreign, Brazil
inspired by Broken April, a novel by Ismail Kadare about a long-standing blood feud between two rival
clans. When his brother is killed, a reluctant hero decides revenge is the only answer. But he’s also aware
that the bloodshed will not end if he pursues violence. Jose Dumont, Rodrigo Santoro and Rita Assemany
star.
Jet Li stars as real-life martial arts legend Huo Yuanjia – a world-class Chinese fighter who dreams of Action, Adventure
continuing his father’s legacy – in this action-packed historical drama set at the turn of the 20th century.
As Yuanjia’s skills grow, so does his ego – which leads to a devastating personal tragedy. Now, he must
learn from his misfortunes before he can defend his country in an international tournament.

Sincerity

June

Sincerity

June

Sincerity

June

Sincerity

June

When the grim reaper (Brad Pitt) comes to collect the soul of mega mogul Bill Parrish (Anthony
Drama
Hopkins), he arrives with a proposition. Host him for a “vacation among the living in trade for a few more
days of existence. Parrish agrees, and using the pseudonym Joe Black, Death begins taking part in
Parrish’s daily agenda and falls in love with the man’s daughter (Claire Forlani). Yet when Black’s
holiday is over, so is Parrish’s life.
After fathering a child with a homeless woman, Sam (Sean Penn) – a grown man with the mental capacity Courtroom, Drama
of a 7-year-old – raises the baby himself until an incident at a birthday party finds the Child Protective
Services deeming him an unfit guardian. With the help of yuppie lawyer Michelle Pfeiffer, Sam attempts
to regain custody of his daughter and prove that, despite his handicap, he’s a truly loving father.

Sincerity

June

Sincerity

June

1990 Joe vs. the Volcano

1997 Mrs. Brown

1951 Captain Horatio Hornblower

2001 Behind the Sun

2006 Jet Li's Fearless

1998 Meet Joe Black

2001 I Am Sam

Description
Tim Conrad’s (Paul Rudd) boss hosts an insensitive dinner party where guests must bring along the most
pathetic loser they can find. But when the ultimate schmuck (Steve Carell) arrives, his sincerity and caring
actions reveal everyone else to be the losers. Zach Galifianakis and Ron Livingston lend support in
director Jay Roach’s adaptation of the French comedy The Dinner Game

Genre
Comedy

Drama

Year
of Rel
Title
2007 P.S. I Love You

Description
When she loses her beloved husband Gerry (Gerard Butler) to a brain tumor, widow Holy Kennedy
(Hilary Swank) is surprised to learn that he left a series of letters behind to help her cope with the pain of
being without him. As the months drag on, Holly finds messages from Gerry that encourage her to go on
living. But will the letters mire her deeper into the past, or will they give her the strength she needs to face
the future?
John Cusack and D.B. Sweeney star as disgruntled Chicago White Sox players who agree to lose the
World Series for a big payoff. Owner Charles Comiskey underpays his players despite their talent, loving
the door open for gambling syndicate head Arnold Rothstein to swoop in. Some players have second
thoughts, but it might not be enough to save their careers.
George Clooney is Danny Ocean, an ex-con who pulls his crew together for an unprecedented robbery of
three Vegas casinos. A stellar ensemble cast comes together to remake the 1960 film which starred Frank
Sinatra and the Rat pack. Will they pull-off the ultimate heist?
In this modern comedic twist on Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, Theresa Jones is a successful woman
who is bringing her new boyfriend home, but her overprotective father does not know that he is white.
Cultures clash in this hilarious comedy as Theresa’s boyfriend tries to prove that race doesn’t matter when
it comes to love and family.
This comedy is centered around four Midwestern couples who settle into a tropical-island resort for a
vacation. While one of the couples is there to work on the marriage, the others fail to realize that
participation in the resort’s therapy sessions is not optional.
Earth is attacked by unknown forces. As people everywhere watch the world’s great cities fall, Los
Angeles becomes the last stand for mankind in a battle no one expected. It’s up to a Marine sergeant, with
a conflicted past, to lead his platoon against an enemy unlike any they’ve ever encountered before.

Genre
Romantic, Drama

Character
Sincerity

Month
Showing
June

Sports, Drama

Sincerity

June

Heist

Thoroughness

September

Comedy

Thoroughness

September

Comedy

Thoroughness

September

Action

Thoroughness

September

2012 Hunger Games

In a not-too-distant future, North America has collapsed and the new social norm includes a gladiatorstyle event, where children are forced to fight to the death. When 16-year-old Katniss’ young sister, Prim,
is selected, Katniss volunteers to take her place. She and her male counterpart Peeta, will be pitted against
bigger, stronger representatives who have trained for this their whole lives.

Thriller

Thoroughness

September

2008 The Express

Rob Brown stars as Ernie Davis, the first African-American to win the Heisman Trophy. Dubbed the
Sports, Drama
“Elmira Express” because of his tireless drive, Davis also lived up to the title off the field. Dennis Quaid
co-stars as Ben Schwartzwalder, the crusty Syracuse University coach who teaches Davis the game and in
return learns much from his bold civil rights achievements.
The year: 1918. The location: Argonne, France. Alvin York single-handedly captures 132 German War, Black & White
soldiers. Gary Cooper portrays Sergeant York, a man with deep religious convictions averse to killing, and
forced to come to terms with these beliefs when sent into combat, in this award-winning screen biography.

Thoroughness

September

Thoroughness

September

2012 Extremely Loud and Incrediby Close A nine-year-old amateur inventor, jewelry designer, astrophysicist, tambourine player and pacifist,
Drama
searches New York for the lock that matches a mysterious key left by his father when he was killed in the
September 11 attacks.
2005 Girl in the Café
Lawrence is a lonely civil servant who meets a mysterious woman named Gina in a local café. He
Independent,
impulsively decides to take her with him to the G8 Summit. Their romance begins to blossom but it is
Romance
inhibited by Lawrence’s professional obligations and Gina’s convictions that the government office he
works for is not doing enough to reduce poverty.
2007 Chaos Theory
Frank Allen is an efficiency expert who lives his days by strict schedules and the lists he makes on note Romantic, Comedy
cars. One day when his wife sets the clocks back by ten minutes it sets into motion a series of events that
spiral out of control and lead to him being accused of having an affair and determining the true paternity
of his daughter. Can Allen learn the generous nature of love and forgiveness?

Thoroughness

September

Thriftiness

November

Thriftiness

November

1988 Eight Men Out

2001 Ocenns 11

2005 Guess Who

2009 Couples Retreat

2011 Battle Los Angeles

1941 Sgt. York

Year
of Rel
Title
1997 Fast, Cheap and Out of Control

2009 From Mexico with Love

2001 Rat Race

1993 For Richer or Poorer

1999 Children of Heaven

Description
Filmmaker Errol Morris (The Thin Blue Line) interviews four eccentrics – a wild animal trainer, a topiary
gardener, a robot designer and an expert on the naked mole rat – to examine the narrow separation
between madness and genius. This fascinating documentary illustrates the tight focus of those who are
committed to their passions.
Hector Villa, physically tough, but emotionally self-destructive, is a migrant worker vying for a new life in
the U.S. Hector dreams of being a boxer, but he has to fight just to survive life on a Texas ranch. Instead
of spending all his time dreaming, he trades in his work gloves for boxing gloves each night to train and
fight – hoping to score more than a day’s pay in the sweltering fields.
Monty Python fave, John Cleese, plays Donald Sinclair, owner of the flashiest casino in Vegas. Eager for
new, high stakes trills, he sends six teams on a cross-country race for a $2 million jackpot. Unbeknownst
to the players, Sinclair and his rich friends are betting on the teams. Amidst double-crossing and set-ups,
the groups learn they are being used and veer off on another course, which sends them toward a totally
different payoff.
Set-up by their accountant, wealthy New York couple, the Sextons (Tim Allen and Kirstie Alley),
suddenly find themselves owing $3 million dollars in back taxes. In a botched attempt to flee the country,
they wind up in rural Pennsylvania where they go into hiding – as an Amish couple. Amid hilarious trials,
they soon discover a simpler life and that money isn’t everything.
Eight-year-old Ali and his little sister, Zahra, are accustomed to shouldering much responsibility. When
Ali loses Zahra’s only pair of shoes, they are too scared to tell their father who can’t afford another pair.
When the shoes are discovered on another girl, who probably needs them just as much, it’s up to Ali to get
his sister a new pair of shoes, while they figure out how to share what they have in the meantime.

Genre
Documentary

Character
Thriftiness

Month
Showing
November

Sparts, Drama

Thriftiness

November

Comedy

Thriftiness

November

Comedy

Thriftiness

November

Foreign, Iran

Thriftiness

November

Classic

Thriftiness

November

1937 The Good Earth

Based on the classic novel by Pearl Buck, this film is a westernized take on peasant life in China during
the Great Depression. However, it remains true to the novel in the sense that it accentuates themes of
generosity in the face of poverty, and the power of love, hope, loyalty and honor.

2000 Remember The Titans

High school football was everything to the people of Alexandria, Virginia in 1971. But when forced
Drama
integration is implemented, the very foundation of their traditions are tested. A black coach and a white
coach band together to turn a group of angry, unfocused boys into a dynamic, winning team, and help the
team and the town to overcome prejudice and intolerance
Based on real life events, this thoughtful film follows the unusual relationship of high school football Biographical, Drama
coach Harold Joes and a local man named Radio who is illiterate and mentally challenged. Radio was the
target of ridicule but attitudes change as Radio blossoms under the coach’s guidance. The story unfolds in
a small, South Carolina town in 1964 and remains an endearing tale today.

Tolerance

October

Tolerance

October

1992 Malcolm X

The fascinating look at the life of the visionary black leader, vividly brought to the screen by premier
filmmaker, Spike Lee. Controversial and critically-acclaimed Malcolm X, tells the story of a man whose
ideas touched the lives of millions and have continued to do so long after his death.

Tolerance

October

1989 Lean On Me

The true story of Joe Clark (Morgan Freeman), a baseball bat wielding principal, whose convictions and Biographical, Drama
dedication transformed one of the worst high schools in New Jersey from a war zone to a place where his
underprivileged students had the opportunity to succeed.
This film attempts a more historical and realistic take on the legend that has become King Arthur and the
Adventure
Knights of the Round Table. We meet King Arthur just after the fall of the Roman Empire and the
beginning of the Dark Ages and assess his role as a powerful political figure during that time.

Tolerance

October

Tolerance

October

This film, which is a prequel to Gettysburg, combines fictional and historical characters to tell the story of
different battles throughout the Civil War. We are taken from The Battle of Bull Run to Antietam to
Fredericksburg to Confederate General Stonewall Jackson’s ill-fated battle in Chancellorsville.

Tolerance

October

2003 Radio

2004 King Arthur

2003 Gods & Generals

Drama

War, Drama

Year
of Rel
1982 Poltergeist

Title

2007 The Messengers
2006 Life Support

1993 The Futive

2008 Seven Pounds

2005 Dark Water

2008 The Brothers Grimm

2003 S.W.A.T.

1984 Neverending Story

2011 Sucker Punch

1983 War Games 1

2008 War Games 2: The Dead Game

1983 Smoke Signals

Description
Genre
Produced by Steven Spielberg, this is the original thriller that scared millions senseless! Stunning special Paranormal, Thriller
effects highlight the terrifying story of the Freeling family whose ordinary life is transformed into a
nightmare world of terror by a phenomenon known only as a poltergeist.
A family moves into a run-down sunflower farm and discovers an ominous darkness invading the
Horror
seemingly serene setting. The family is soon torn apart by suspicion, mayhem and murder.
When Ana (Queen Latifah, in her first Emmy-nominated role) is diagnosed HIV-positive, she struggles
Drama
drug addiction and HIV infection in the black community. Yet, her bigger battle is to repair her fractured
family. This drama is based on the life of AIDS activist Andrea Williams, sister of writer/director Nelson
George. Wendell Pierce and Anna Deavere Smith co-star.
Wrongly convicted of murdering his wife, Dr. Richard Kimble (Harrison Ford) escapes from custody after Action, Thriller,
a train accident. As he tries to find a real killer and clear his name – a mysterious one-armed man – gungSuspense
ho U.S. Marshal Samuel Gerard (Tommy Lee Jones) is hot on Kimble’s trail. Jones bagged an Oscar for
his flinty performance in this classic action-thriller.
An IRS agent, depressed and guilt-ridden about mistakes from his past, sets out to make things right. He
Suspense
chooses seven strangers to help, but when he falls in love with one of the people on his list, his plan
becomes increasingly complicated.
While undergoing a bitter custody battle, Dahlia and her daughter move into a dilapidated old apartment. Horror, Thriller
Dahlia soon discovers her husband isn’t the only threat as the water in this haunted apartment begins to
act on its own with sinister intentions.
The Brothers Bloom made a name for themselves as the world’s best con men. Now, the younger (Adrien Action, Comedy
Brody) is ready to retire on the millions the pair has swindled. But when his brother (Mark Ruffalo) lures
him into one last job, he reluctantly agrees. What he hasn’t counted on, though, is falling for their mark,
an adventure-seeking heiress (Rachel Weisz). Robbie Coltrane and Babel’s Rinko Kikuchi co-star.

Character
Tolerance

Month
Showing
October

Tolerance

October

Inspired by the 1970’s TV series, this modern-day S.W.A.T. stars Colin Farrell as Ji9m Street, an LA cop
Action
who joins the department’s elite special weapons and tactics unit commandeered by Hondo (Samuel
Jackson). They’re against a drug lord (Olivier Martinez) who’s offering a million dollars to the first person
who springs him from jail. Only the S.W.A.T. team can stop his plan.
A wonderful tale that takes viewers on a magical voyage to a mythical empire populated by enchanted Classic, Animation
beings. Directed by acclaimed German filmmaker Wolfgang Petersen, adventure, suspense, delight, and
surprise tell the odyssey of a ten-year-old boy who is drawn by a book into a fantasy wonderland which he
alone can save from total destruction.
This film is an epic action fantasy that takes us into the vivid imagination of a young girl whose dream
Thriller, Sci-Fi
world provides the ultimate escape from her darker reality. Unrestrained by the boundaries of time and
place, she is free to go where her mind takes her, and her incredible adventures blur the lines between
what is real and what is imaginary.
Young hacker David Lightman thinks he is playing in an innocent video game when he accidentally tells a Action, Thriller,
government computer to start preparing a preemptive nuclear strike. Lightman and his girlfriend must
Suspense
travel across the country to try and warn the military of the impending launch and save others from a
terrible fate.
Young computer whiz Will Farmer inadvertently sparks an international incident when he hacks into a Espionage, Thriller
government supercomputer that identifies him as a potential terrorist. A follow-up to the 1980 movie hit
that launched Matthew Broderick and Ally Sheedy to stardom.
On a Coeur d’Alene reservation – in Idaho – nothing ever changes for Victor Joseph, until his estranged
Indie, Drama
father dies – in Arizona. Victor has no money for travel, but annoying nerd Thomas will float Victor a
loan…if Thomas can tag along. The two lend each other their wisdom and reluctant support in this funny
coming-of-age film based on acclaimed author Sherman Alexie’s short stories.

Virtue

April

Virtue

April

Virtue

April

Virtue

April

Virtue

April

Virtue

April

Virtue

April

Virtue

April

Wisdom

January

Wisdom

January

Wisdom

January

Year
of Rel
2006 The List

Description
Genre
Attempting to learn from his past (being dumped on live television) Lewis Bond (Emmy winner Wayne Romantic, Comedy
Brady) sets out to find the perfect woman by compiling a wish list of “must-have” attributes. However,
even his most perfect candidate turns out to be less than ideal. Will his heart lead him to a wise choice?

Character
Wisdom

Month
Showing
January

Absurdities abound like ants at an outdoor picnic when a former journalist (Tim Allen) gets involved with Action, Comedy
a wealthy schemer (Stanley Tucci), a bored housewife (Rene Russo), Russian mobsters, doofus cops and a
huge toad that spews hallucinogenic saliva. Based on the best-seller by syndicated newspaper columnist
Dave Barry, Big Trouble is a load of laughs.
When teenager Winnie (Alexis Bledel) gets lost in the woods and meets Jesse Tuck (Jonathan Jackson) Science Fiction, Scinear an enchanted spring, she discovers a family (Sissy Spacek, William Hurt and Scott Bairstow) who
Fi
must keep their lives secret from the rest of the world. Amy Irving and Ben Kingsley co-star in this
dreamy film about everlasting life, based on Natalie Babbitt’s novel by the same name.

Wisdom

January

Wisdom

January

2009 The Young Victoria

Eighteen-year-old Victoria’s (Emily Blunt) ascent to the throne is marked by romance and intrigue. From
their future husband’s attention, to those who would rather advise than woo her, this lush period film
chronicles the early years of the British monarch’s larger-than-life reign. As she navigates the troubled
terrain of leadership and young adulthood, she must discern who to trust.

Period

Wisdom

January

1997 Rasputin: Mad Monk

Shady monk Rasputin worked his way from peasant to become a trusted counselor to Emperor Nicholas
II. Why did the royals tolerate his corrupt and scandalous behavior? This biography delves into Rasputin’s
power over the Czar, his role in the Revolution and his death at the hands of aristocrats.

Documentary

Wisdom

January

2006 The Namesake

Gogol Ganguli is torn between his parents’ Indian traditions and his decidedly modern lifestyle. Gogol
prefers the name “Nick,” but the true meaning of his name is a story that spans two continents – and two
generations. Based on Jhumpa Lahiri’s best-selling novel, this drama explores first-generation Americans’
delicate dance between the wisdoms of their heritage and their own personal experience.

Drama

Wisdom

January

2008 The Dark Knight

In this blockbuster sequel to Batman Begins, the caped crusader (Christian Bale) teams with Lt. James
Gordon (Gary Oldman) and District Attorney Harvey Dent (Aaron Eckhart) to continue dismantling
Gotham City’s criminal organizations. But a psychotic new villain known as the Joker (Heath Ledger, in a
Golden Globe- and Oscar-winning role) threatens to undo all their good work. Maggie Gyllenhaal,
Morgan Freeman and Michael Caine also star.
Corrupt district attorney, Mark Hunter, is set up by reporter, C.J. Nicholas (Jesse Metcalfe), in order to
expose Hunter’s misdeeds. Nicholas’s plans go awry, however, when Hunter (Michael Douglas) discovers
the trap and destroys the evidence that would exonerate the cub reporter. This is a remake of Friz Lang’s
film noir classic.
Rick (Sean Faris) is a star player on his dad’s rugby team until a DUI lands him in a reformatory. While
he’s serving his sentence, tough rival coach Larry Gelwix (Gary Cole) allows him to play for his team,
which helps Rick straighten up his act. Upon his release, however, Rich becomes a pariah to his former
teammates and even his father when he refuses to divulge Gelwix’s strategies. Sean Astin co-stars in this
inspiring true story.

Family, Sci-Fi,
Family

Wisdom

January

Crime, Thriller

Wisdom

January

Drama

Wisdom

January

Title

2002 Big Trouble

2002 Tuck Everlasting

2009 Beyond A Reasonable Doubt

2008 Forever Strong

